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KCAT may pin hopes on $5,000 .'band-aid'
by VICTORIA LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

A benefit of bands may be the answer for KCAT, CWU's radio station, to coverover $5,000 needed to
exchange their listeners' speaker
wire hookups with acceptable ones.
The benefit would ideally include
at least four bands to donate their
time, said Leslie Cohan, KCA T general manager. One has already been

confirmed. Along with the bands, a
public ai;ldress system and a location for the benefit are also necessary. All donated.
"We're looking at November,"
Cohan said of possible dates.
If the money is not raised, the station may have to go off the air. At
this time, however, no plans for
le_aving the air have been made.
"We have to stay on the air because we have advertising," Cohan

said. "So we're telling people to go
to King Videocable and buy the
little kits, and unhook their wire once they get the new kit," she ,
added. The kits are around $4, and
last forever, Cohan said.
KCAT is broadcast through the
cable system, rather than over the
air. When strict new limits on signal
leakage were introduced by the
Federal Communication Commission, KCAT, through King Vide-

ocable, had to comply.
In a drive to encourage listening,
4000 feet of speaker wire was purchased and chopped into the necessary lengths. The speaker wire was
then given out to students with
hookup instructions. Several
hundred dollars were spe~·t on the
project. The wire is now worthless
and cannot be returned.
The hookups, when measured under the new FCC limits, were found

to allow too much leakage. King
Videocable must comply with these
regulations or undergo heavy fines.
Some hookups have already been
disconnected.
Signal leakage causes a "cloud"
over the entire system. If the cumulative total of such leaks is large
enough it can interfere with aircraft
radio or Federal Aviation Administration navigational or communications stations.

A Ronald Reagan "wanna-be" salutes the Wildcat football team on their .Homecoming win against Eastern Oregon State.
See Homecoming highlight photos, pages 10and11. (photo by Dale Miller)

City council tables
Students and locals petition
firing range proposal against proposed prison camp
by VICTORIA JOHNSON
and JODY WOOTEN

Staff Writers

A proposal by the U.S. Army
to expand the Yakima Firing
Center on land which is over 90
percent in Kittitas County has
some community groups up in
arms, but the Ellensburg City
Council has decided not to support or reject the idea until it can
be further studied.
An extension on the council's
response deadline to an unspecified future date was requested
and approved at a public hearing
Monday night.
The proposed 63,000 acres is
north of the 261,457 acres the
center already occupies and is
also within 10 miles of
Ellensburg.
One of the main reasons this
site is being considered is to al-

low the Army places to practice
river crossings. These sites would
be located north and south of the
Priest Rapids Wildlife Recreation Area, east of Yakima
"We want to educate the public about this expansion. A lot of
people are surprised, they don't
even know about the issue," said
Kim Secunda· of the Task Force
Coalition on Expansion of the
Firing Center.
The task force is mostly concerned with the environmental
impact an expansion would effect both land and wildlife that
lives there, Secunda said.
"When people look at the desert, they don't really see what it
is," she said.
Some of the wildlife that lives
on the 63,000· acres is endansee Firing Center - page 4

by JODY WOOTEN
Staff Writer

A petition bearing more than 200
signatures, many of them from
CWU students, opposing a proposed prison work camp facility in
Ellensburg was presented to the
city council Monday night in a
public hearing.
The petition, accompanied by a
letter from Rich Hoctor, chairman
of the Kittitas County Commissioners to the Washington State Department of Corrections and read by
Ellensburg mayor Janiece Cook,
appeared to sway city council
members against supporting the
construction of a work camp here.
Cook said she is "quite sure" that
the apparently unanimous disapproval by the city council, which
also drafted an opposing letter, and
the community, would effectively

kill any chance the state would locate
the facility anywhere in the county.
She noted at the hearing that "there
are other communities actively
seeking to have it, a_nd so there is no
reason to bring it to a community .
that does not want it."
Council woman Donna Nylander
added, "I will not feel comfortable
with this issue until we receive a

letter back saying that we are not
being considered."
The prison camp proposal, initially supported by the Ellensburg
Chamber of Commerce Economic
Development Committee last
month but rescinded Oct. 4, now
has no organized support in the
county.
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Essay ·rivals poetry,
says English prof
by VICTORIA JOHNSON
Staff Writer

The personal essay is beginning
to rival lyric poetry as a respected
art form, said CWU English professor Phillip B. Garrison during
his lecture, "Writing in the Margin: Considering the Personal Essay" Tuesday in the Mary Grupe
Center.

'interpreted' in the same way that
the lyric poem does."
Garrison, who teaches literature,
came to CWU in 1967. He is the
authorof several published personal
essays as well as volumes of poetry.
Garrison read from his essay
entitled "The Tour Guide" and other
essays for 40 minutes, lectured on
'the relationsh~p between poem,
reader and subject matter for 20

"The personal
essay is beginning
to occupy some of
the readership that
has been occupied
by the lyric
poem."
-Professor
Phillip B. Garrison
Phillip B. Garrison
This was the first oftl1e 1989-90
series of faculty lectures planned
by the CWU English department.
"The personal essay is beginning
to occupy some· of the readership
that has been occupied by the lyric
poem," Garrison said. "People are
beginning to give the personal essay the same attention they give to
poetry; it doesn't demand to be

minutes, and fielded questions from
tlie audience for another 20.
"The personal essay is non-fiction, but draws from the stylistic
approaches we associate with poems
and stories," he said.
The English department will
present two free lectures each quarter. The next lecture is scheduled
forNov. 18.

Unsolved Mysteries

He knows where you live
stopped a vehicle speeding southbound
on the Walnut pedestrian
News Editor
mall. Inside a female passenger was
"in severe pain" due to obviously
Take a look over your shoulder
swelling of her ankle, aGcording to
the next time you're walking
the officer's report. The victim said
alone on campus after dusk.
she and some friends had been pracHe might be there.
ticing ski-jump maneuvers from the
In separate incidents on Oct.
baseball field bleachers. The ve10 and 11, two females reported
hicle, which was enroute to Kittitas
being followed (one claimed she
Valley Community Hospital, conwas chased) by a white male they
tinued on.
both described as around 30 years
A female North Hall resident left
old, with a full, dark brown beard
her room Saturday to go to the
and brown plaid clothing. One
restroom, returning 15 minutes later
incident happened near the Anto find a white male she'd never
derson Apartments across from
seen before standing in her room.
the Chestnut mall; the other beThe suspect told her he thought he
tween the Language and Literawas in the room of someone he
ture building and Dean Science
knew, then fled the room. The
Hall.
female resident checked her underA suspect has been identified
wear drawer and discovered sevand is being watched, said Det.
eral garments were missing.
Kevin Higgins of the Campus
Upset, the victim went down the
Safety office, but until he actu- .
hall to tell some friends about the
ally attempts or commits a crime,
incident. She learned from this
or wears uglier clothes, he can't
conversation that the suspect,
be taken into custody. To prevent
matching the description she gave
any further incidents, Higgins and
her friends, was staying in a nearby
McGruff the Crime Dog recomroom. She then called campus pomend that females walking alone
· on campus after sundown keep to . lice.
Two responding officers conwell-lit areas, carry little ·if any
tacted the room, which turned out to
cash and call police the minute
be the home of the suspect's sister.
they suspect they specifically are
After finding that one of the room's
being followed.
occupants·matched the description,
Proving that last week's bithe officers had the victim posicycle-down-the-stairs incident
tively identify the suspect, who
can be topped, a female student
Friday found an even stupider . turned out to not be a CWU student.
The suspect was then arrested for
way to hurt her ankle. Around
suspicion of second-degree burmidnight a campi{s police officer

by JIM THOMSEN

Studio East's 'scramble system'
receives distinctive new look
by HELEN FOLEY

not take their food out, Gehringer
said congestion in lines won't be a
problem. Students are used to the
Dining Services has given Studio "scramble system" by now and the
East a snappy, new look to its name. new arrangements are more effiVirginia Gehringer, manager of cient for moving students through
Residential Marketing here at Cen- the lines, she said.
tral says the new look has "distincDining Services, in keeping up
tion."
with the current trends, plans to add
The black-and-white uniforms, more food items to the menu in
floor and new lighting are just some time. "We're always looking for
of the changes Dining Services has new things," Gehringer said.
made to fit the concept of "Studio
Tom Ogg, manager of Dining
East" that originated last spring. Services, believes many students
Coming attractions include movies frequent Studio East too often durplaying on a regular basis and vari- · ing the week and as a result, many
ous old-movie posters adorning the become dissatisfied with the same
walls.
menu each day.
Even with only one side of Studio
He stressed that Studio East is
East open for those who choose to
Staff Writer

merely an "option" to choose from
among the other dining halls· on
campus. The student, therefore, has
a big variety to choose from because
each dining hall offers its own unique
atmosphere and menu. While Tunstall sports a relaxed, elegant atmosphere, Studio East offers a selection
of some of today's most common
fast-food items and the option of.
eating out. All in all, there is a bigger
variety to choose from than many
students realize, Ogg said.
Studio East 'shours are Sunday to
Saturday, 4:30 p.m. to 7:30. p.m.
Those wishing to know the nightly
special or "pizza of the night" may
call the Dining Services menu line
at 963-1570.

GET THE ANSWERS
At Downtqwn Pharmacy,
you get more than medicine ...
... you get answers
to your questions
about health and the
medications you use.

glary.
During an ensuing conversation with the arresting officers,
the suspect, who, according to the
incident report, "smelled heavily
of cigarettes and moderately of
alcohol" admitted to being in the
victim's room and stealing her
underwear.
"Okay, I did it," h~ said. "I
know it was wrong."
The suspect further admitted
that the items were in his car,
parked in theJ-8 lot. After signing
a form giving the investigatng
officers permission to search the
car, 19 pairs of underwear and
one bra, valued at roughly $200,
were found in the glove compartment. They were photographed
and placed into evidence.
The handcuffed suspect was
taken to the Campus Security
office, interviewed on tape and
advised of his constitutional
rights; He told officers he was
visiting with his sister at North
Hall, went to the restroom, where
he decided to look for an open
female's room and search for lingerie. He said he was having
problems with his girlfriend back
home but refused to elaborate on
the connection between those
problems and the theft.
The suspect was then booked
into the Kittitas County Jail on a
charge of second-degree burglary.
A second charge of third-degree
theft was issued later via summons.

We have what you .
·need to pass the liardest
.college test of all.
The test has only one question:

.

How in the dickens are you
going to pay for it?

A.·.

~

, College
is expensive. And for many the best answer to that
quest10n
is a Guaranteed Student Loan from Washington
Mutual ;~ Savings Bank: Up to $2,625 a year for freshmen
and sophomores, $4,000 for juniors and seniors, and $7,500 for
graduate students.
So let us help. If you are trying
to get through college
or graduate school without a rich
uncle, the next best thing
can be the friend of the family.
Get an application from your school's financial aid office. Or call
us at (206) 461-3842. Collect, if it's a toll can.
If you don't come in and pick some up, the money is just going to
keep piling up around here.

~UP Washingt~e':?ie~:-!~~4!·~
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---News In Brief
Powell wins award
Dr. Willa Dene Powell, a CWU
home economics professor, was
named the 1989 Outstanding Home ·
and Family Life Teacher at the
recent Washington Vocational
Association conference in Seattle.
Powell, who has taught at CWU
since 1975, is also a consultant to
the state's Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Visiting
schools from Goldendale to Cle
Elum, Powell ensures their home
and family life programs comply
with federal and state requirements.
She also works with teachers to
develop annual curriculum guidelines and student leadership activiDr. Willa Dene Powell
ties.
gence between what we said we're
Accreditation visit
doing and what we actually are
CWU President Donald Garrity doing," said Provost Robert Edingannounced a visit by an accrediting ton, at an Oct. 5 meeting of university faculty.
'·
team from the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges, as is
done at every area college every ten
Alumni achievement
years. TheNASC, whichlastevaluated CWU in 1979, will be on
CWU alumni Janice Pease and
campus two days, studying various Ron Sims received the university
academic programs and visiting alumni association's special
with administrative officials and achievement awards Saturday at
instructors.
. the homecoming banquet.
"They're looking for a converPease, a 1970 sociology and an-

thropology graduate, is the president of Little Big Hom College in
Crow Agency, Mont. Sims, a 1971
graduate in psychology, currently
chairs the Seattle City Council,
representing the city's central area
and Rainier Valley.
The award honors recent (the last
20 years) CWU graduates who have
made significant contributions to
their communities, professions and
the Pacific Northwest.

Yoxtheimer wins two
Eric Yoxtheimer, a CWU industrial distribution major, has won
two $1,000 scholarships for the
1989-90 academic year.
The Ellensburg native was selected for the scholarships by the
National Association of Hose and
Accessories Distributors and the
National Electronics Distribution
Association.
This is the third year Yoxtheimer
has won NEDA's John Fluke
Manufacturing Co. scholarship and
the first time he has taken the
NAHAD award.
Wheninformedhewonthescholarships Yoxtheimer said he was,
"very pleased."

CPPC
News Editor's note: Because we' re
kind of not too bright at times, we
didn't publish CPPC News last
week, sparking riots and anarchy
worldwide. We're sony.

operations, food operators and lodge
maintenance positions. Work starts
in December and goes through midApril. Application deadline is Nov.
6; informational meeting is 11 a.m.
Nov. 8 in SUB 204-5. Group interview will follow.

Navy. Sign up for interviews at
CPPC office, ~arge 105.

~

~-

-·~

WE WRIJ"E HIGH RISK AUTO AT LOWER RATES!

450 N. Sprague

925-5776

Live Music - Great Food - Great Times
Sunday 12-7

Monday-Thursday 11 am - Midnight

Friday and Saturday 11 am - 2 am

Featuring *UNDER THE GUN* Wednesday only

*Try our own

Counseling center
offers ears to listen .
by HELEN FOLEY
Staff Writer

Students have found the CWU' s
Counseling Center has people there
with good ears to listen. In previous
years, students . could use the
Center's services as needed, with
no limit on the number of visits. But
that policy has changed recently.
Students no longer may have an
unlimited number of visits with any
one counselor, but are now being
limited to just 10. Don Wise, Interim Director at the Health and
Counseling Center, stressed this new
change was not a budget cut but a
"reclarifying of goals."
At the present time, the Counseling Center employs only four halftime counselors and one full-time
counselor to help serve the needs of
some 6,000 students here at Central. Because funds are low, the
prospect of hiring more counselors
in the future is dim, Wise said.
Wise stressed that- the Center's
main goal is not to provide longterm counseling but immediate,
short-term care. If a student does
need long-term counsellng, the
Center helps refer the individual to
a private practitioner. Wise believes

this new policy will keep the small
number of counselors available to
the biggest number of students as
possible.
"We want to take care of the

"We want to take
care of the most
students in the best
way that we can
with our extremely
competent staff."
-Don Wise
most students in the best way that
we can with our extremely competent staff," Wise said. He believes
in the long run, students will be
better counseled and that the
taxpayer's money will be better
spent.
Wise is confident that less than
five percent of the students who
actually use the Center on a regular
basis will be .dissatisfied with this
new policy change. "We're sorry
this is being perceived as unfair,"
he said.

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
FOR TEACHERS.
The following job search workshop will be presented by Robert D.
Malde of the CPPC: 3 to 4 p.m.,
Oct. 24, 25 and 26, Black 107.
Topics include Job Finding Skills,
Resumes and Interviewing.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
(Sign up a week in advance of
visit). Oct. 26, Shelgren Financial MILITARY RECRUITING.
Group, Inc. Majors include accountOct. 23 and 26, U.S. Army, SUB
ing, busines: , economics and mar- Info Booth. Oct. 24 and 25, U.S.
keting. Oct. 26, The Bon. Retail
management and fashion merchanGARY F. SPEER
dising majors. Oct. 27,BankersLife.
OWNER/AGENT
All majors. Oct. 30, Central Intelli~_Q_Qh.
gence Agency. Group meeting for
all interested. Nov. I, K-Mart
INSURANCE
Apparel. All majors. Nov. 2, Mass
Mutual{fhe Richards Agency. All
. •.o.·. .• - n • • ·
majors. Nov. 2, Motorola. Business
and social science majors.
INSURANCE TOO HIGH??
WORK AND SKI TOO
Alpental/Ski Acres is recruiting
at CWU to fill inside and outside

page 3
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*CO LEGE APPRECIATION NIGHT WEDNESDAY 5 - 7 P.M. *

Dr. Maynard Linder

Dr.. Sandy Linder

Dr. Myron Linder

Largest Chiropractic center in
Kittitas County
Emergency care available
Chiropractic care for sport related uyuries

located next to ca_
mpus
962-2570
1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg
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D.A.P.P.E.R. DIARY

Dealing with. household drunks
tips for handling an intoxicated If you' re like that, being aware of
person:
your fear will help you deal with
* They may actually feel better if the situation. Remember, as the
they vomit. One way to induce
person most in control of himself
vomiting is to stick a finger down
or herself, you are bestequipped
the throat. Never indu~e vomiting
to deal with the situation.
in a semi-conscious person. It is
* Do not try to counsel somepossible for a person who is not
onewhoisdrunk.Itdoesn'twork.
completely conscious to choke to
Logic and rationality are limited
death on his or her vomit, known as
in effectiveness.
aspiration.
* Do not allow yourself to be .
* When people have passed out intimidated. Size up the scene,
or are asleep, be sure they are on
decide what needs to be done, and
their sides in a fetal position. Do not do it.
allow them to sleep on their backs.
*If the intoxicated per~on is at. * When you put an intoxicated tempting to hurt himself or othperson to bed, whether asleep or ers, oral support from others may
passed out, first check the sleeping
place enough social pressure to
position to prevent aspiration. The
force the person to back down. If
room should be quiet, softly lit,
physicalrestraintisnecessary;use
with the door slightly open.
people rather than artifical re. *Ifthe intoxicated person h~ "dry
straints. There is a big difference •
heaves" (vomiting 'when the stombetween being held down by
ach is empty), allow few people in
people and being strapped down.
the room; do not desert the person;
* The main goal is to get the
and talk in a soothing, reassuring · intoxicated person into bed and
voice.
safe. Coffee, cold .showers and
* If you have any doubt whether . similar "home remedies" are usethe intoxicated person is merely · less. Time is the only thing that
passed out or severely overdosed,
will sober a person up.
get · medical help immediately. It
may save a life.
Her~ ar~ some tips for when the .
int9xicated person is infringing on .
othet people's rights:
* Many people are somewhat
frightened of intoxicated persons.

by DANI MORRISON
Contributing Writer

Why is D.A.P.P.E.R. here at
CWU?
In 1986 President Reagan
signed a bill that created a federal
law regulating financial aid funds
to colleges and universities that
have substance-abuse programs.
The school would lose funding if
it did not have such programs
established by Oct. 17, 1986.
Public Law 99-498, section 487,
(A), (10) reads: "The institution
certifies that it has in operation a
drug-abuse prevention program
that is determined by the instituti?n to be accessible to any officer, employee, or student at the institution."
TheD.A.P.P.ER·officeinSUB .
128 is, in part, a result of this law.
We have a large variety of resource material and are currently
buildi.ng a video and book library
dealing with . alcohol and other
"drugs. We have a friendly opendoor policy, where you are welcome to stop by ·and chat or ask
about conc~ms for yourself and
others. D .A.P:P.E.R. has available
Il)any support groups, such as AA,
ACOA, NA and ALANON. Stop
by to find out times and places of
these groups' meetings.
The following · list consists of

Firing Center:
Wildlife threatened by expansion
continued from page 1
gered. The Bald Eagle, Ferruginous hawk and Pgymy rabbit are
just three of the species that would
be threatened by an expansion,
according to a pamphlet produced
by the task force .
Secunda said that the Kittitas
County land is a part of a fragile
ecosystem. The erosion factor is
great, she said, when the sagebrush is burned or destroyed by
mechanical vehicles it has a hard
time surviving or growing back.
At the public meeting, d~y
councilman Stanley Ray pointed
out that, ironically, the main reason the Army wants to expand
the firing center is that vehicles
using the current range have .
"ground the area to dust and the
land needs a rest."
Another factor, Secunda said,
which needs to be considered is
~oise pollution. Both flight vehicles and mechanized road vehicles pose the threat of noise
pollution.

•

The task force is attempting to
set a public hearing to discuss the
proposal. They are also request1
ing from the Army and U.S. Congresspeople an extension of the

p.m. and will speak one hour later.

RIB·B-UN-.CLUB •

With all your grocery needs
Located across from campus

5 & p•ID e

FREE
--

ftHaun~ard's

th

halfracks $3.29

public comment period which
ends Nov. 8.
Anyone interested in more information about the possible expansion of the Yakima Firing
Center is invited to attend a meeting tonight at the Ellensburg High
Sc~ool Little Theater. A representative from the Army will be
there to answer questions at 6

Buy any 6 typewriter or printer ribbons within 1 year

Receive 7th one

I GROCERY I Pepsi and Diet Pepsi

Army vehicles
have "ground the
area to dust and
the land needs a
rest.''
- Stanley Ray

jiUS,fCcENTER

·we Cater To Student•"

·

111111 925 • 4500
J

IRON-ON TRANSFER
FOR
METALIC FOILING

12 oz. 12 pack cans

Offer good through Oct. 19 - 26

Open Mon. - Sat. 7 a.m.-10 p.m., Sun. 9 a.m.-10 p.m .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
OPEN EVERY EVENING TO SERVE YOU

8 P.M. BY APPOINTMENT

o

•·l~l#l=l§ii3;11Ml~E·Ul•IQ3;MI
By Redken
f

$8

•

SALE

s39aa seg.$4795

ff•

Includes shampoo. :ut, style_ Some perm not recommended for bleached or frosted
hair. At perms are -;uaranteed.

5i:~-

Zt:JCHI'S

925-2320
HAIR & TANNING SALON

...

-····················~······························~·

HAIRCUTS &. STYLE
MENS - s2oo OFF reg. $12.00
WOMENS - s2oo OFF reg. s16.oo

15 years experience tutoring
B.S., B.A.
Courses offered:
• All math through calculus

(Shampoo, condition, cut, blow dry & style)

5i:~-

925-2320

...... Zt:JCHI'STANNING

HAIR & TANNING SALON

-

'

.. '

"'\:. ~';,t;°

1·

• •••••••••

. .

10 V1s1t Pkg ............. $25
13 v·ISi't Pk g ............
.
. $30

.i01

,. ~~~~--::~~~:
I .. · : / " •

-

5 Visit Pkg ............. $15

...... ;:...

-:
.•. ·
?.. :··""
"".)
/\.... '. ts>
. . ,..--. >----:~~-;-~·~·;:
.
•

. . .,.,

Gtft Cerrtf1catesA.·aitabte

.................

- -

1 Month Unltd .......... $45
-~

f.i

Uncle Ray's Tutoring

925-2320

WE ACCEPT
ALL LOCAL
TAN COUPONS

..~l:ll.~ .................... .

•All Social Science Courses
•Biology 104, 111, 112, 113
•English 101-102 a specialty
$12 per hour or 2 hours for $20
Fall quarter special $240 for 30 hours
For appointment and free initial con·sultation

call

962-5676

Here's A.Little lnvestement
That's. Guaranteed To Pay
Blg Dividends.
'

'

.

'

/d.Y. . . . . . .

'

The Wildcat
..
Discount Card-- .\:::-~~;~::~.~Only 2 Dollars. ....,. .~
.

'

"'•.

.

'.(f

';

..

Introducing the Wl;ld¢ai .· D.iscobnt:
.
Card!
... _
.

~

-

~

Using the Wildcat Discount Card. is like money in the ~"J)

The Wildcat Discount Card fs .·a,vailable at the SUB
Information Booth. For more information call the BOD
offfice--963-1693

.'

.

Businesses Welcoming the Wildcat Discount .card
·SHAPIROS
718 E. 8th
1O 0/o off all non-sale merchandise

ZUCHl'S
•

504 E. 8th
10°/o off all tanning and haircuts

ELLENSBURG TROPHIES & SPECIAL T's
115 w. 4th
10°/o off total sale

•

ELLENSBURG FLORAL
421 N. Pearl
20°/o off all green plants (in store purchases only)
BERRYS DEPT.STORE
411 N. Ruby ·
10°/o off all m·er9handise

•

NORTH PINE MUSIC
• 217 N. Pine
15°/o off all non-sale merchandise

GRAND CENTRAL CINEMA
300 N Pearl
1 dollar off "best buy"

•

FRAZZINl'S PIZZA
716 E. 8th
2 dollars off large pizza

ACE BOOKS & RECORDS
• 313 N. Pearl
10°/o off all used tapes, records, CD's, and new jewelry

JERROLS
SHOES UNLIMITED
111 E. 8th
• 706 E. 8th
.
20°/o off all C.W.U. insignia merchandise
10°/o off all non-sale .rnerqhandise

GORDON MACDONALD PHOTOGRAPHY · . . ··· ... RECYCLE BICYCLE.SHOP
206 E. '4TH
.
· 307 N. Main
25°k off all ·~Olpr processing
12 dollar quick tune up, call 925-3326 for detials
'

.

.

~

"

,

-
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Opinions
I'm a transfer

Central vs. Western: I apologize
by JIM THOMSEN
News Editor

How about you over there, with the
stupid haircut? Would you like to share
with the rest of us?
(/ look uncertainly around, then
stand.) My name is Jim. Um,
J'm ...I'm ... a ...
You can do it, Jim. We 're all here
for you. We care about you.
(/ take a deep breath.) Okay.
I'm .. ./' m a transfer student from
Western. Oh, God, I'm so sorry. (I
break into convulsive sobs.)
Thank you for sharing that personal
moment with us, Jim. Wouldyoumind
closing the door on your way out?

Since splashing down in this bovine
burg three months before, I've been
emphatically warned not to freely
admit to my former university. Bunch
of sphincters, one person said. Dough
heads, said another. People who go

Letters

there come back, well ... different.
Well, it is different from Central:
People smell better here. And they're
at least nineteen times nicer. Then
again, students get more stupid MIP' s
here. And Bellingham is the most
godlike city in the state.
So, with those biases bared, I'll
compare what I've noticed at Central
in three months to two-and-a-half
years of earnest drunkeness at Western, since apparent! y they loathe us
and we spit on them. To get into the
spirit of the thing, I'm starting to really hate myself.
1. Friendliness. IC s not even close.
Three days a week I walk up the mall
from Bouillon Hall to the Language
and Literature building at 12:50 p.m.,
and usually no less than nine people
will say "hi" or "hey" or "how's it
going, butthole surfer?" And I don't
even know some of them. People here
are so gosh dam gushy nice. I can't
get over it. Of course, the girls ignore

server.
If it was about standing up
for what we believe in, then I
have no problem with the
article. If, however, it is an
article about the benefits of
mixing of church and state, I
have some serious questions
to ask you.
1) You say that "We are one
nation united under God, yet
we cannot pray to him when
we want," and that "Our nation is based on God and re-

colored Honda Elites smelling like
the Paul Mitchell factory. Quite often
I lived in a house downwind from
these guys, moaning and praying for a
quick death. Sometimes even for my
own.
3. Football. Sorry, Central, but
Westerners have the right attitude
about their football team. They don't
care. They're smart enough to know
there's no point in getting irrationally
excited about playing in a league
whose championship game annually
pits Southeast Western North Dakota
State against the Ohio Institute of
Creative Proctology, played in a parking lot in Frieseuras, Saskatchewan,
before a paid attendance of 11 and a
surly, Western-educated Kingdome
usher.
4. Student government. A toss-up.
As a journalist, I think it's important
to maintain an adversary relationship.
see CWU -
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ToTami Schrank, manag- ligion." The pledge of allegiance was never intended to
ing editor,
I am wondering what the
premise was of your editorial
"Take a Stand! State Your
View! Start 'With Prayer" in
the Oct. 12 issue of The Ob-

me, but then again, they ignored me at
Western too.
Western students largeIy are like
Western Europeans - arrogant, rude
and surly. They brush by, too busy to
talk to you, unless it's to point out that
you have a phlegm glob dangling out
of your nose or something.
2. Personal hygiene. I don't notice
any particular smell coming from
Central students - a huge improvement over Westerners. If it's not blowcoiffed, hopelessly trendsucking girls
trailing lumiscent streaks of hairspray,
spritz, scented lip gloss and perfume
exhaust, it's anachronistic hippies
sporting Summer Of Love armpit haircuts, noodling stupid folk songs on
recorders. They smell like your Uncle
Angus after he's worn the same pair·
of long johns all winter.
Even the guys who should .know
better, the rich sucks from Mill Creek
who bop arouncj in Bermuda shorts
and Gene Juarez haircuts on pastel-

be a legal document. Even the
First Amendment states that
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof," and the
Constitution makes no mention of religion at all. Where
in either of these two documents does it say anything
about belief in God?
2) Your article says that our
founders came here to practice freedom ofreligion. Isn't
freedom of religion being able
to believe in anything you
want, not just Christianity, but
Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism, and even not believing in

anything at all?
3) You state that, "Today's
society is apathetic ... and it is
falling apart as a result [of not
praying in public]." How do
you propose that prayer can
cure our nation's apathy? I
don't see how public prayer
can motivate people to care
about America and where it's
going.
4) Do you really believe that
if everybody stood up and
fought for what they believed
in that things would be any
different than they are right
now? My experience is that
there are as many different
opinions and beliefs out there
as there are people. Why
wouldn~t everything be a

compromise like it is now? find their own morals and
Don't forget not everyone is a ethics on their own time, not
white, Anglo-Saxon Protes- before football games.
tant.
Open your eyes. And, for that
This country is having some matter, your mind.
moral and ethical troubles, I
will grant you that. But forc- Sincerely,
ing people to pray is not the Jeff Mann
answer. Americans need to Senior, Flight Technology

Do you have a story idea or a news tip?
If you do, let us know. Call The Observer at

963-1073 or come to room 225, Bouillon Hall.
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Forum
Seattle's melting pot at the boiling point
by MARK R. WAVRA
Forum Editor

Even after countless peace marches, civil rights movements and even
martyrs, racism is still a powerful, manipulative force in America, and
Washington state is not a an untouched haven in a world of apathy and
animosity. Rather, Seattle is a hotbed for racial issues.
Seattle's blacks and whites have segregated into their respective neighborhoods and school districts so much so that, over the years, the city has
found it necessary to take measures to desegregate. One of their plans has
been integrated bussing, b-ussing blacks into predominately white districts .
and vice versa. This year, students in Seattle have been the subject of
integration through mandatory bussing.
A group of citizens called Vision Seattle believes that this initiative can
only help the city. But as inherently benign as the idea may appear, it
draws crossfire from many Seattleites, including Doug Jewett, candidate
for Mayor of Seattle.
Which brings up another interesting topic, the race for mayor which
features Jewett, a white conservative republican, against Norm Rice, a
black liberal democrat. It has been approached by the media as a racial
issue as much as it has been a question of politics-similar to the Dinkins/
Kotch bid for mayor in New York City. And the bussing issue, although
the mayor has no offical role in the outcome, has become a major issue.
Jewett states that Seattle should "abandon" its integration of students
through bussing. The reasoning behind this being that people have the right
to go to school in their own neighborhood. Many residents have claimed
that the reason they move to a neighborhood is so their children may attend
the respective school. ,Others find fault in the program because it uses
children as the sole instruments of an entire citiy's social reform. Yet more
complain that the school system is being used as a scapego~t to unload
social tensions upon, again.
Vision Seattle suggests that the burden of desegregation also be shifted to
real estate agents. They advocate that agents steer prospective home buyers
into neighborhoods with a predominate race different from their own. They
also push to mingle families of different income levels.
But one problem that can arise from all this desegregation is that their is
no set definition of desegregation; how will they know when they have
shuffled the population enough? Some suggested that adequate figures
would be a 15% black population in a white neighborhood, and vice versa.
Michael Preston, who is on the Seattle School Board said that neighborhoods and schools should be desegregated "enough so they "do not make
others feel unwelcome."

Another major stumbling block in the movement for equality is that the
primary adversary does not have a definite identity. In other words, racism
has no legitimate definition; it is an abstract. It used to be a very stark,
obvious battle: blacks fought for the right to vote, blacks fought to sit in
busses, blacks fought to march and protest, blacks fought for equality. Now
the struggle has subdued considerably and the predjudice has become more
subtle.
Two popular definitions of racism exist. Some say the problem is that
whites exclude blacks from society and prevent them from getting ahead in
life.They claim that when whites treat blacks as degenerative, poor people,
and this perpetuates their poverty and misery.
The second, neoliberal view is that too much emphasis and attention is
placed on racism and this spotlighting predjudice only makes the schism
between the races more definite.
Whatever the cause of racism is, blacks still voice complaints that, even
after twenty-five years of supposed equality, they cannot attain the same
middle class standings that whites can. The remedy they suggest is to
directly confront social barriers and take resp_onsihillty for their race. Some
go so far to suggest that more outbursts, like the ones seen twenty-five
years ago, are necessary to call attention to a problem that is continuing out
of ignorance.
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Scene

Actors take it off to please crowd
by JIM CARLSON
Staff Writer

CWU' s drama department will
open its season of plays next weekend with the four-day run of the
Noel Coward comedy "Present
Laughter".
The play is typical of early-20th
century British comedic plays with
the humor in the word-play and
snappy dialogue, according to Betty
Evans, director, .
"Wonderful repartee," Ev.ans
said, "that's what Noel Coward
excelled at writing-very funny
lines."
"The play is concerned with the
antics of a pampered actor and the
various women who are madly in
love with him. These affairs vary
from Daphne's "puppy love" for
her theatrical idol to the sophisticated ploys of a sultry man-hungry
siren called Joanna. Add an idiotic
would-be playwright "who comes
to scoff, but remains to pray" at his
idol's feet, and a saucy but philandering man servant and you have all
the makings for a piquant, fun-filled
evening of sophistication, sex and
intrigue," she said.
Coward based the "pampered
actor" character, Gary Essendine,
in "Present Laughter" on himself.
"It was his favorite role to play,"
Evans said.
Evans said Coward's plays
greatly reflect his own personality

and wit.
"One time Noel was having
trouble working with the French
actress, Claudette Colbert. She said,
'I knew that scene backwards this
morning,' and Noel replied, 'That's
the way you played it this morning,"' Evans said.
"Nod Coward was frequently
bothered by lunatic playwrights who
wanted him to put on their plays,"
said Evans. Coward wrote such a
playwright into "Present Laughter".
"The character Roland Maule
writes these crazy plays in verse
about sublimations and psychology," Evans said. "It's nonsense ...
and very funny."
Evans said she does not want

'We know we're
funny. It's just a
matter of time
before the world
finds out, too.'
-John Hein
Just Kidding actor
CWU students to think the play is
boring because it was written during the 194Qs-because it's not.
"The play is full of funny situations and is quite farcical," she

Three members of the comedy troupe Just Kidding perform their sketch "If Geeks Were Cool," about
nerds who rule their school. (photo by Kirsten Barber)
said.
Noel Coward is considered to
have been one of the great English
comedy playwrights. He started his
career at an early age and went on to
write and act in a myriad of musical
revues and sophisticated comedies.
His best known comedy is "Blythe Spirit" about two women who
die and come back as spirits, which

won a New York Critics' Circle
award for best foreign play in 1942.
Coward led a very successful and
luxurious life. He had palatial homes
in countries around the world, including Switzerland, Bermuda and
Jamaica. He socialized with celebrities such as Frank Sinatra, Winston Churchill, Mary Martin and
George Bernard Shaw. Coward was

even knighted by the Queen of
England in 1970.
"Present Laughter" will be performed October 27 and 28 and
November 3 and 4 at 8 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium.
Tickets are available at the box
office, Shapiro's Downtown Pharmacy and the SUB information
booth.

Touchet trounces two-time turtle to take title
by DAINA MURRAY
Scene Editor

Ah, the sheer dignity and grace of the
game-it's enough to stir the senses. It is a
homecoming tradition wrought with pomp
and circumstance, yet a contest that tests the
skill, speed and concentration of its players.
The Turtle Races.

didn't wio," Shane Glazier, 22, junior, said.
That was a familiar theme among those
whose turtles were not quite so victorious,
like Air Force Reserve Officer's Training
Corp's High Speed-Low Drag, who proved
just the opposite as he was systematically
crushed by his many opponents.
Touchet vanquished 15 other hopefuls to

'He was destined to be turtle soup
if he didn't win.'
- Shane Glazier
Touchet supporter

Sixteen turtles raced at The Buckboard last week for the seventh annual turtle races.
(photo by Colin McNair of The Daily Record.)

This year's surprising rookie, Touchet, took
out two-time champ Bob in a crowd-stirring
battle last week at the Buckboard tavern,
1302 S. Ruby.
Twenty-one-year-old junior Mary Kay
Hollenbeck, one of Touchet's managers, attributed his success to rigorous training, careful handling between races, and a strict diet of
apples and hot dogs.
"Last night he was running the halls of
Davies," she said.
Another manager, Caroline Amell, 22,
junior, added, "He was covered up in the peagreen blanket between every race."
Apparently, one of Touchet's many supporters was not quite so confident about his
success.
"He was destined to be turtle soup if he

earn the top spot, and a trophy, t-shirts and
pizza certificates for his managers.
The seventh-annual Turtle Races began
with the ceremonial display of speed by each
contestant. Both Bob, ASCWU's turtle, and
Leisure Services' Les brought quite a following.
Rob Gimlin, recreation coordinator for
University Recreation, said that with the
exception of three returning turtles, all the
turtles used were purchased for $10 from
University Recreation. Gimlin said they order
the turtles through Ellensburg Pet Center.
He also said if people don't want the
turtles after the races, U~iversity Recreation
will find someone to take it.
"They all usually get a good home," he
said.
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'The spot' no longer in the dark
by DEB FARLEY
Staff Writer

Thanks to a grant from a New
York City foundation, the fantasy
folk art displayed at Dick and Jane's
Spot can now be seen in a wh?le
new light.
The Spot is a popular Ellensburg
playhouse that features novelty art
such as .a 6-foot hand that used to
belong to a fortune teller, a camera
. face tourist with flash cube eyeballs and Big Red, a red-headed
lady-sculpture.
The creators of Dick and Jane's
Spot, Dick Elli'!tt and Jane Orleman, have just completed the installation of outdoor lights in the
yard. The spotlighted art was made
possible by a$2,500 grant received
from Art Matters Inc. in June.
Dick and Jane's Spot began in
1979 with a pair of pink flamingos
received as a joke-gift from Jane?s
mother. Today the roadside attraction at 101 N. Pearl, sports more
than 20,000 bottle caps, 1,600 bicycle reflectors and 100 spinning
bicycle wheels.
"One thing just led to another,"
said Jane. "We just kept adding
one piece at a time ... then friends
would want to contribute, and it
just kept growing."
The couple, both 1971 Central
graduates, c;onstruct art mainly
from "found objects." Jane said
they had originally planned to use
different types of "found objects"
for the lighting, but realized
weather-prooflighting was needed.

'One dark night,
somebody wrote
"You should have
a light in here."'
- Jane Orleman
Creator of Dick
and Jane's Spot

the yard after being displayed this
summer in the Tacoma Art Museum.
Dick's novel art uses thousands
of small reflectors as a painting
medium. His work is represented
by the Mia Gallery in Seattle, and
his work was shown this summer
at the Desan-Saunders gallery in
Chicago. This fall, Dick has another opening at the Richard Gasperi gallery in New Orleans.
Dick also has a local show opening on Jan. 7 in CWUs Spurgeon
Art Gallery. The show will feature
more than 1O,OOOreflectors pinned
to the wall and enhanced with lights.
Music written and composed by
Steve Fisk, a local musician, will
play through a quadrophonic sound
system during the show. Fisk wrote
the music as a theme for Dick's
work.
Inside the artists' mystic home,
panels of the reflectors resemble
stained glass windows. At the
University of Washington, displayed in the sculpture alcoves of
the Henry Gallery, Dick's reflector art stands in 32 inch by 140 inch
panels.
"Reflectors have the ability to be
there without really being there,"
said Dick, who orders the reflectors by the gross from a factory in
Chicago. "They give a sense of
motion and movement."
Jane's paintings also decorate
the iqterior of their home. She said
her medium is oil, and her work involves the blending of imagery with
the symbolism linked ~ith feminine culture.
"Big Red," one ofthe totem statues at Dick and Jane's spot, stands watch at this unusual roadside attraction.
Besides the new lighting, the artists are in the process of reconstructing the fence on the east side the guest book that Dick and Jane
of the house. The project is funded got the idea for the lights.
by a grant received from Art Trust,
"One dark night," said Jane,
a Washington State Foundation.
"somebody wrote 'you should have
When the fence is completed, 14 a light in here."'
unusual heads carved from teleNow one of the 12 new lights
phone poles, will parade as fence shines over the guest book, so visiposts around the house. Thus far, tors no longer have to sign the book
Dick and Jane have completed four in the dark. The remaining 11 lights
You can find Winegar Milk at these locations
of the carved heads which are cur- circle the yard and highlight the
Deposit on
rently on display along with the old many folk art scenes and charac*7-Eleven
bottles
favorites . .More than 1,000 guests ters.
*Albertsons
*Store Hours
.iiil!!!sign the guest book each month,
*Price Chopper
"The lights make the whole ex11:115am-6:30pm
*Johnny's Serve-U
many times claiming one of the perience take on new character,"
Mon-Sat
structures as a favorite. It was said Dick, "They enhance and add
*Super 1 Foods
Loacted 6 blocks
through one of the messages left in a new dimension to the art work."
west of campus
419 W. 15th Ave.

JFARM JFRESH
Dairy

MILK
••

"The place is a dialogue between
the public and us," Dick said. "We
are most interested .in delighting
and inspiring people."
The philosophy of the Spot,
agreed upon by both Dick and Jane,
is "the sense of constant change."
As the light shines on the bottles,
caps and reflectors of the more
than 100 separate works, different
patterns of color form while wheels
and paddles spin.
Some of the works displayed in
the yard are individual works of
Jane or Dick, and others are jointcreations of theirs, or of friends.
AtJane'srequest,DavySimkins,
a local artist, built a heart-shaped .
fountain made of bricks, known as
the Heart of Washington-a pun
on Ellensburg's location in the
center of the state. Glass power insulators from Grand Coulee Dam
are the centerpiece of the fountain,
and it even bears an official benchmark made by Ken Cory, CWU
associate professor of the art department.
One of Jane's creations, a starryeyed . sculpture named "Uncle
Sam," just returned to its place in

Ila'·~~
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EARN UP TO $106 A MONTH
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That's a·$5 bonus. It's a two-way street. You
help us meet the plasma needs of the
sick and injured and .we'll help
you earn extra income. ·
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*Handicapped accessible*

Alpha
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THERAPEUTIC CORPORATION
BRING AD FOR
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Suntana Wolff System

26 S. 2nd St., Yakima, 457-7878
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420 N. Pine
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Underground Sound
Soundgarden a 'total religious experience'
by LESLIE COHAN
Staff Writer

It was an ultramega incredible experience. I am,
of course, talking about Soundgarden, Screaming
Trees, and Tad Oct. 10 at the Moore Theater in
Seattle.
This was the first show of the Soundgarden US
v.s. U.S. tour in support of their major-label debut"
Louder than Love" on A&M records. If all the
shows on this more-than-two-month tour are as
climactic as this one, there are going to be a lot of
record sales in Sound garden's future.
The fact that Soundgarden has been a Seattle
favorite since its beginning in 1984 was evident
from this sold-out show. It was the first show since
Hiro Yamamoto left the band to pursue personal
interests, and Jason Everman, formerly of Nirvana,
joined. It was hard to remember the band before
Jason, because he showed just as much charisma as
original member Hiro.
Soundgarden totally blew away the sold-out
theater. The second they came on stage, the audience went completely berserk. Soundgarden was a
total religious experience. With Matt Cameron's
solid drum beats, Jason's pounding bass, Kim
Thayil's creative yelping guitar, arid of course Chris
Cornell's never-ending vocal range, this band
totally rocked.
Soundgarden played an incredible mix of old and
new songs like: "Full on Kevin's Mom," "Loud
Love," "Behind the wheel," and "Big dumb Sex"
(soon to be played on every car stereo in every high
. school parking lot throughout the country), just to
name a few: They also brought the Beatles up-to-

date with an incredible cover of "Come Together."
Their set thrus\ed the audience into another world.
They just kept building and building and never
stopped until Matt and Jason wrestled away Chris's
guitar, and left him alone on stage to wrestle with
Matt's bass drum. I am full on Soundgarden!
The show was opened by Tad, a band on the Sub
Pop label who played a mix of monotonous grunge.
That's enough on Tad.
The show really got off the ground when the
Screaming Trees took to the stage. The Trees played
a great mix of songs off the~r five albums, as well as
one or two newly-recorded singles for Sub Pop. The
Trees proved they are a band to be reckoned with.
Mark Pickerel's driven drums and 360 degree hair
flips, Van Conner's thumping bass, Gray Lee
Conner's screeching distinctive guitar w~rk, and
Mark Lanegan's hollowy-intense vocals blew the
crowd away.
With songs like "Ivy," "Transfiguration," "Wish
Bringer," and the crowd's obvious favorite "Cold
Rain," the Trees were not an easy act to follow. The:
ended their set with a powerful version of "End of
the Universe," off their album Buzz Factory, with
drummer Mark Pickerel kicking and falling over his
drum set on the last chord, bringing the audience to
its feet.
This show pounded. I have never seen a show as
powerful as this, with the exception of Tad, who I
think should have been replaced by Nirvana to fry
the minds of the audience for three hours. My neck
still hurts from banging.
On a scale of 1-10 this show was a 33. Like I said,
it was an ultramega religious experience!
.

.

.

.
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In Concert
Sunday, Oct. 22
7 p.m.

CMAChurch

Songwriter
Speaker
Singer
Author
*John teaching at CMA
Oct. 22 - 24
Sunday 8:15 & 11 a.m.
Monday 7 p.m.
Tuesday 7 p.m.

Everyon~

is Welcome

Childcare provided
Freewill offering taken

John Fischer

Sponsored by
CMA Salt Co.
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Euthanizing a 'harsh reality' for shelter workers
by TRICIA REIMEN
Staff Writer

CWU student Joe Dawson's
puppy was stolen over the July 4
holiday-his search finally ended
last week when his black lab Sage
showed up at the Ellensburg Animal Shelter. Sage was fortunate.
Most animals at the shelter are not
so lucky.
Euthanizing animals is a harsh
reality for those who work at the
shelter. According to an EAS official, only 20 percent of strays nationwide are claimed; the rest are
euthanized.
Strays are kept five days before
they can be adopted-the number
kept depends on the room available. The cat population at the shelter is getting overcrowded lately.
Thursday will be "Euthaniziqg
Day," performed with a lethal injection of pentabarbatol by one of
the employees.
Sometimes, animals arrive at the
shelter as a result of careless owners-two of the cats had been left in
a hotel room and found by a maid.
Often, the stress of being kept in
a cage affects the animals. One official at the shelter said that it may

Eight percent of strays nationwide are euthanized. (photo by Karin Olsen)

ment.
be attending to the animal, how
Apparently, there has been a prob- many other pets or children are in
lem in the past with college students the household, and whether they're
dropping off dogs at the shelter prepared to pay veterinary costs.
Thursday would be during the summer when they go Some of these may seem like
home, or trying to adopt an animal invasions of privacy, but the people
'Euthanizing Day,'
when their landlord won't let them at the shelter said they are trying to
have
pets.
ensure good, permanent homes for
performed with a
There is an extensive adoption the animals there.
lethal injection of
Only three potential adoptive
screening process, which includes
the Preliminary Adoption Form. In parents in three-and-a-half months
pentabarbatol.
this form, the adoptive parent is have been turned down-because
take Sage a few days to get back to asked such things as whether the of improper housing or lack of fencher normal behavior, as dogs often landlord allows animals, who will ing for the bigger dogs.
become disoriented and confused
when kept in a pound for a long
period of time.
I
Because the shelter lacks fund- I
I
I
ing to keep animals forever, adoption is the only alternative to eutha- I
I
nasia. The cost of adopting a dog is I
I
$30, with $20 refundable upon I
I
receipt of a rabies vaccination and
I
I
spay or neutering. The cost to adopt
I
a cat is $25, including the $20 re- I
I
fundable. The refund ensures that I
the animal population is kept under I
I
control and healthy.
I
I
October is "Adopt a Dog Month," I
I
and although officials at the shelter
said they encourage prospective L--------~-----------~

,--------------------,

ownerstoadop~theyurgecollege ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

students to think seriously about
the commitment before rushing in,
plopping down money, and dragging a pet to an unsuitable environ-

•
5fo e;rperience in atnwspfiere

ancf espresso coffee.
Open 9:30 - 5:30
Monday thru Saturday
12- 4 Sundays
204 E. 4th
962-2375

*OPEN 6:45a.m.--5:30p.m.
*Certified and qualified staff
*Coed--Camp Fire
*Drop-ins Welcome
*After school Kids bus route
*Serve Snacks and 'Lunches

925-KARE
103 W. Mountain View
across from Super 1

GRAND CENTRAL

$1

50

ALL GOOD SHOWS COME
TO THE GRAND CENTRAL

Any Time
Any Seat
Any Show

91 'J J: 2999
~t,J·

''FUNNY''

5 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. daily
midnight shows on Friday and Saturday only
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Organizers 'scatter' for CWU's centennial
by DEB FARLEY
Staff Writer

As Central Washington University prepares to celebrate its IOOth anniversary, the
centennial committee is scattering in more
than 30 directions to ensure the success of the
festivities.
The 32 satellites of the CWU Centennial
Committee are busy planning, scheduling
and budgeting for the 15-month celebration
of Central' s 1OOth year in 1991, said Gail
Jones, CWU centennial committee chairperson and director of CWU alumni affairs.
The centennial plan was approved in February 1988; earlier this month, the CWU
Board of Trustees endorsed the $194,000
budget.
"Now the problem is how to find the funds,"

said Jones. "We are considering funds from
grants, donations and possibly corporate
gifts."
Although the board took no formal action
on the celebration plan, Jones said the suggestion was made to make a special request
for funds at the state legislature in January.
"The budget is the total package ... all the
activities are included," said Jones. "And
many of the events within the package will
have the cost defrayed by the purchase of
tickets."
The centennial committee hopes it can
acquire the full amount needed , so that none
of the events will have to be cut, said Jones,
who is optimistic the funds will be found.
"Our committee is committed to seeing
this through," she said. "We are willing to do

Here's What's Happening
Oct. 19-25

by TRICIA REIMAN
Staff Writer

Thursday:
*Jazz Night at 9 p.m. at The Tav, 117 W. 4th. Must be 21 or
older to attend.
Friday:
*Non-alcoholic cocktail party from 3p.m.-midnight in the
SUB cafeteria.
*Drug awareness dance from 9 p.m.-midnight in the SUB
Theater.
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•
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•
•
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•
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••
•
•
••
••
••
••
•
•
•
•
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Saturday:
*Yakima River cleanup leaves from CWU Hertz parking
lot at 8 a.m. Food, transportation and trash bags provided. For
more information, call 963-1693.
*Suzuki music festival from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom, Cafeteria, and Theater.
*Dance from IO p.m.-midnight in the SUB Theater.

work on an updated version of Central's
history. The history department is also in the
process of selecting publications, pictures
and artifacts depicting the college milieu of
100 years ago for a year-long historical exhibit.
An official emblem of the centennial is
ready to appear on all university publications
during the year's celebration. The logo was
designed by Andrea Price, a 1988 CWU
graduate who majored in graphic design.
Jones said the next step will be to schedule
dates and deadlines for the scheduled events.
"The board feels the centennial is a good
opportunity to show what Central is made
of," said Jones. "A celebration such as this is
a good time to show our merit."

Service club to treat needy kids

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•

whatever is necessary to get the funds."
The majority of the celebrations begin May
1991, but the committees are busy planning,
and in some cases beginning to put together,
the festivities.
For the past two years, Jones has been
collecting alumni anecdotes which will be
duplicated and recorded into the "Centennial
Anecdotal History."
Jones said the anecdotes can be about the
alum's "first date ... first car, or any unique
experience shared at Central. Any upperclassmen interested in writing a I 00-200 word
anecdote for the publication should contact
the Alumni Affairs Office.
In addition to the anecdotal publication,
members ofthe history department have begun

"If you like working with kids,
you '11 love Circle K," reads the
slogan of the newly re-established
community service club on campus.
The club's main goal for this year
is to rejuvinate the "Rainier Street
Kids" program here in Ellensburg,
similar to the Big Brother/Big Sister programs in larger cities, according to President Alicia Melvin .
Kids from families in lower-income housing districts will be
treated to a day or evening of acti vi• ties in order to build their self-esteem and give them a chance to
interact with and have fun with
college students, Melvin said .

The families are found by "city on activities.
"You can be involved to the exorganizations who have a handle on
where the low-income families are," tent _you want to be. There's no
she said. When the program gets pressure, and you can participate in
underway, there will be an orienta- the activities you choose," Melvin
tion with the parents, kids, and the said.
The group, despite being one of
members of Circle K.
The club is planning several out- Central' s newest clubs, is already
ings for the kids, including video active in other projects. Some
nights, camp-outs, sledding parties, members will participate in the
and field trips. Once things get annual Yakima River clean-up as
going, the excursions will take place one of their many service projects
for the community this fall.
about once a month.
The officers will attend a LeaderSeveral fundraisers are also
planned in order to provide the ship Training Conference at Lake
money for their projects. So far, a Cypress October 28 ·and 29. Addicar wash and a slave auction are in . tional conferences and trips throughthe works .
out the year are also planned .
The club meets Wednesdays at 7
The club is open to all students
interested in working with kids, and p.m. in SUB 104.
they're open for more suggestions

Sunday:
*Free guest recital with flutist C. Webb Coffee and pianist
James Edmonds at 3 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall .
Wednesday:
:!¢Brown-bag lunchtime seminar, "Wholistic Health, SelfHealing and Wellness" by registered nurse Mary Kaminski at
noon in 152 of the Special Services Building .
*Faculty recital with Hal Ott on flute at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall; $3 general admission, students free .
*Free musical entertainment at Papa John's at 8 p.m. in the
SUB Pit.
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INTRAMURAL, CAMPUS
CLUBS & HALLS
SPECIALTY CUSTOM PRINTING

COMING
SOON!
Join Kodak expert Don
Chamberlin in an inspiring
program on photography.
In this 3 hour course, you
will better understand :

T-SHIRTS, JACKETS,
SWEAT SHIRTS & PANTS

·EXPOSURE
• COMPOSITION
• LENSES AND FILTERS
·FILM
··LIGHTING
• HOW-TO TECHNIQUES
·FAVORITE SUBJECTS :
PEOPLE
CLOSE-UPS

NO ORDER TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL

Come sharpen your
picture taking skills at the
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925 3469
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Hal Holmes Com. Center
7-1 Opm, Monday Oct 30
For more information and
tickets contact :
GOROON MAC[X)NALD PHOTO
206 E 4th

E'burg 962-9500
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professional
advancement
and success
in the 2181
century will be
international
experience.
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The staff of the Central Washington
University office of International
Programs (OIP) is working to expand
your opportunities for foreign study
and travel. Exchange programs,
which cost about the same (sometiines
less) as remaining on campus in
Ellensburg, are available in 37
countries worldwide. English is the
language of instuction in 21 of them.
Financial aid is available for study in
China, Japan, Mexico, Hungary and
several other countries.
If you have ever dreamed of packing
your books and bags and taking off...
••• taking off to just about any place
that has ever intrigued you, now is
the time to make it happen.
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- Mike Bush

c~c~C-Colors,
I'm beginning to think this whole color
thing is nothing more than a giant ·scam ..
Any day now, you'll walk into J.C
Penney and give the clerk a largish wad of
cash, asking to .buy "teal" bathroom
accessorie~~ wh,en out of nowh~re, just
like in the movie "The Sting," phony,
federal agents will come in, shoot Robert
Redford and usher you out, denying Y?'!
of your money and toilet seat covers. ··
I, however, won't be conned. I'm
already ahead of them. I know the whol~

thing is a scam and I'll probably be in on
Or a little too 'green.
the sting. I may even shoot Robert Redford.
"Teal" was invented by the Department
Those of you whose diet largely consists
of Non-Existent Colors With Stupid Names
of mind-altering substan~es probably aren't (D.N.C.S.N.) which, of course, resides in
following this, so I'll spell it out for you.
Washington, D.C. with several thousand
There is no real color such as "teal." Nor
other tax-doll~r sucking government
is:there a~ything "mauve." There are m~riy
agencies which are absolutely useless, like
other colors which any girl will tell you
. the_Department In Charge of Studying the
exists, but she~s lying to Y.Ou. _Trust me.
S~x_.Lives of Repulsive Insects. I suspect
Take any random blue~green articie of
the D.N.C.S.N.'s chiefr~sponsibility is to
clothing up to a girl a~ she'll tell you:
make su~e that no male-type people actu"~at's teal- except it's _
a little too blue."
ally realiz~ that these colors exist. I also
..
.
.
..
suspect it is run completely by women.
My girlfriend is a fine example of this
typ~ of woman. She '11 look at a shirt and
.claim ·without. the slightest hesitation that
"it's a lovely ~olor of mauve, except mauve
is a little more brown, or red or yellow or
.purplish-grey." Of course this is the same
~irl who recently pointed to a red Honda
and told me she test drove one "just like it"
except that it was blue and a Ford and a
truck. You just can't trust these people.
· .Women wiUkeep this color thing a
secret as long as they can make we men
look stupid with it. As long as we let them
tell us things l!ke "That tie would look
wonderful with that shirt if there was just a
9 Hard twlst8d
6 Imbued with
thread
little touch of puce in it," they'll keep on
odor
10 Chemical suffix
7 Symbol for
making up hues until there'll be so many
12 Greek letter
tantalum
14 Steamship:
that Crayola's. largest box of crayons will
8 Bordering on
abbr.
be able to crush a mid-size family home.
17 Bumpkin
20 Exclamation
By the way, "puce" is not a color, it's a
24 Wading bird
scent, as in: "My, you're smelling awfully
25 Oticltem
27 Transported
puce
today. ~by don't you bathe?"
with delight
Another
example of how my girlfriend,
28 Exchange
premium
whom I'll call Kara because that's her
29 Blemish
name, tries to _make me look stupid is
30 Ripped
32 Hindu peasant
through
something called "The Ghost of
36 Capuchin
monkey
Firetrail Hill" Allegedly, there is a ghost
37 Ages
who lives in Marysville, which is about
42 Rockfish
44 Seine
four miles from the North Pole, and comes
46 Got up
out every night if you park your car in "just
48 Forays
49 Pertaining to
the right spot" on this deserted backwoods
a court
road.
51 Mine entrance
54 River In
Actually, the ghost only comes out on
Germany
nights
when we're not there, because every
55 Broad
56 Senior: abbr.
time we've been there, sitting in our cars
57 Dress border
with roughly 40 other cars, we see nothing
59 Compass point
62 Prefix: down
but 40 other couples sitting in their cars.
64 Agave plant
I'm sure all the other girls are trying to
~

ACROSS

1 Re8r of ship
4 Coroner:
abbr.
6 Vapid
11 Destined
13 Rude.huts
15 Accomplish
16 Useful
18 Employa

~Muslc:as

written
21 Kind of collar
22 Symbol for
thallium
23Shaggy
26 Cycle
29 Pierce
31 Rip
33 Symbol for ·
silver
34 River in Italy
35 Doctrine
38 Arid
39 Greek letter
40 Either

41 District In
Germany
43 Aware of
45 Pekoe
47 Repeat
50 Sun god
52 Two-toed sloth
53 Haul
56 Having shoes
58 Shore birds
80 Rom8'1 gods
61 Dwell
63 Ate limited
food
65 Apportions
66 Symbot for
scandium
67 Anger

DOWN
1 Sums up
2· Pedal extremity
3 As far as
4 Measuring
device
5 Prepares for
print

c ·-Colors, Colors

.

The
Weekly

Crossword

Puzzle

COLI.EGE PRESS SERVICE

by Greg Goessman

Non Compos Mentis

:'CHOO~··

convince their boyfriends of the ghost
too, but I'm also fairly sure that the whole
thing is just a ploy to get us alone in a
vehicle on a dark, deserted road.
If there are any Marysville natives out
there, please write me a letter on what
you know about this ghost thing. And I
don't want any letters f!om girls._ You
girls will all say that it exists because,
under the contract that you signed when
you hit puberty, you are required to
protect each other and preserve the lie.
It's not your fault- it's the law.
Men, on the other hand, just aren't
smart enough to preserve elaborate lies
like this. We get the whole process
backwards.
Take, for example, all he ~ulaboo over
the Stealth Bomber, the government's
brand-spanking new Super-Weapon
which cost the United States so much to
build, the president is th~nking of selling
New Mexico to pay ii off.
For years, all of the millt~uy-~ype
people, most of whom are me·n, insisted
that the bomber didn't t:xist. It was just a
figment of everyone's imagination, like
Santa Claus and intelligent game-show
hosts:
But; alas, the toy manufacturers didn't
believe this for a moment and started
producing Stea~-~h Bomber Models, which
children bought' iii such a wild.frenzy of
destructive fun that there were s9on
e110ugh model bombers in the hands of ..
12-year-olds to make some small nations ..·
actually fear fifth:g'raders.
·
·By some gove~nment estimates, the
na~io_n was only three years away from
the point where the mod~l Stealths, in
huge riumbers,-would be able to fly over
ttie ~hite Hous~ _and 9QJTlplet~ly destroy
the building by pelting it with tiny"plastic ,
particles, so the Armed.Forces had to unveil. t_he real thing in Q~der to ne~tralize all
the ~odel-owning c~i_l~~en.
So, ·you see, men are· unable to put ·.. ·
anything over on anyone. At least we now
understand the color scam.
The next time somebody tries to tell
you you're wearing just a little to much
"teally-puce," threaten to Stealth their
house to smithereens. It works.

zoo u.

ffJiil· .~
~\ ·

by Mark Weitzman
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Swim team hopes to improve
with return of head coach

The relay is one area where Youngquist also competed at naUniversity Relations - CWU
CWU' s major question marks
Gregson
would like to see improve- tionals in the lOOfly. Vickeryplaced may be in the freestyle events, parswim coach Bob Gregson, back
from a sabbatical, will have a fresh- ment.
ninth in a time of 52.09 and ticularly the distance events.
"Right now every relay has a Youngquist was 23rd in 54.67.
men and sophomore dominated
"The distances is probably our
squad as he begins his 23rd season major weakness," Gregson said.
Bolstering the fly is the addition weakest event," Gregson said.
Since 1984, Central has won nine of freshman Bill Morach. Two
as head coach Saturday.
In the sprints, CWU does have
national
titles in relay events and no Spokane freshmen are also excel- good depth, if not proven talent.
The Wildcats host Simon Fraser
in a dual meet beginning at 1 p.m. CWU relay team had finished worse lent prospects-Chris Johnson and Youngquist is the only returning
CWU failed to place among the than fourth prior to last year when Joe Lindsay. Letterman Jesse Schos- swimmer with national meet expetop three teams at the 1989 NA:IA only one of the five relay teams sow also returns.
rience and he was only 28th in the
Men's Swimming and Diving chamThe backstroke could also be a 50 and 33rd in the 100.
pionships for the first time since
Mike Platte has national potenstrong event for CWU, particularly
1983. The Wildcats, after winning
in the duals. Andy Platte could be tial, according to Gregson, and
their eighth straight Nort~west
one of the better backstrokers in the freshman Al Rozema was one of the
Small-College championship,
country, however the fly events are top swimmers in the state's high
ended up sixth at nationals.
held on the same day at the national school ranks last year. He holds
Andy Platte is the only returning
. meet.
nine school records at Mt. Vernon
individilal event All-American. He
Vickery placed 12th at nationals · High School.
is. one 10 sophomores on the 39in the 200 back (2:00.85). Raif
In the 200, Moon and Vickery are
man roster, 12 of whom are letter
Moon, a squad member last year possibilities and freshman Carl
winners . .More than half of the
before encountering academic dif- Anderson is a good prospect, but
swimmers (21 of 39) are freshmen.
· ficulties, is also a national calibre overall iCs a weak area.
"We may have somewhat better
backstroker on the same level as
Anderson could also go in the
depth than we did a year ago,"
Platte and Vickery.
500 and frosh Joe Denton is also a
Gregson said. "And because of our
Bellevue freshman Kevin Finerty possibility if he can avoid shoulder
depth I think we have the ability to
already has bests near the national problems that have bothered him in
develop into a good dual meet team.
qualifying standard. Other prospects the past. Lettermen Eric Peter
"But right now, we're just an
include Craig Kiggins, Brian Stemp competed at districts last year in
average team as far as district and
and Joe Hertrich.
both the 500 and 1650.
CWU's divers prov.ided it the
nationals is concerned."
In the breaststroke, CWU returns
CWU All-American Andy
Platte is the defending national Platte. (Photo courtesy Univerits two top swimmers - Balderson points to win the regional title last
champion in the 100 yard butterfly, sity Relations)
and Marc V uy lsteke. Balderson was year as the 'Cats took the top five
winning the title in a time of 49.90.
12th at n~tionals . in the 100 places in both the one and threeHe also won All-American recog- placed in the top six.
(1 :00.97), while Vuylsteke placed meter. However only two of those
"The relays are really _critical,"
nition in the 100 yard backstroke,
18th in the 200 (2:15.35) and 19th five are back. The losses included
placing third in a time of 53.63 and Gregson said. "There are a lot 'o f
in the 100 ( 1:01.88) in his freshman All-American Alan Lagervall.
Tom Wright, who was 10th at
the 200 yard butterfly where he was points available in the national meet
season.
in the relays and they 're also imporAddii:ig strength to the event is nationals in the one-meter and sevfourth in 1:54.27.
enth in the three-meter could be
Three swimmers off CWU's All- tant in developing team pride and University of Miami transfer Tom
Gay. Gay is a versatile swimmer.
among the top three this winter,
American fifth place 400 medley unity."
With Platte~ CWU's strength He could also be used in the 200 fly
diving coach Terry Forrey said. Kurt
relay team also return, including
Fletter also could make the national
Buzz Vickery, Dan Balderson and probably is in the butterfly. In addi- and he has good potential in the 400
tion to Platte, Vickery and Chad individual medley.
finals.
Mike Platte.

Soccer game
scheduled at.
home Sunday
University Relations CWU' s women's soccer team
completes its 1989 District 1
schedule Sunday when it hosts
Evergre~n State at Tomlinson
Field. Kickoff is at 1 p.m.
Central is in second place in
the District 1 Southern Division with a 2-1 record. Pacific
Lutheran, the defending national champion, clinched first
place last Tuesday with a 4-0
victory over CWU,. ,
cwu also hosts Western
Washington University this
. weekend in a Northwest Collegiate Soccer Conference match.
The Wildcats, 8-3 overall, are
.2-1 in the ·conference. The
Vikings .are 4-0-1 in the conference and 5-6-1 overall. Kickoff
is at 1 p.m. Satur~ay.
In the conference, Central forwards Laurie Gill~pie and Katie Isley are tied for third in
scoring with 18 points each. Erin
Murphy is tied for eighth with
14 points.
Gillespie leads CWU wit
eight goals and also..-ha~ two
assists. Isley has six goals and
six assists, while Murphy has
six goals and two assists.
Goalkeeper Sloan Harris
ranks third in the conference
with a 1.10 goals against average.
CWU swept a pair of games
last weekend defeating Washington State 4-1 and Whitworth
see Women page 19

Sports Schedule
Oct. 19 - 25
Football
Oct. 21 at Simon Fraser
1:30p.m.

Volleyball
Oct. 21 at Lewis-Clark State
7:30 p.m.
Oct. .23 Big Bend
6:30 p.m.
Oct. 25 Whitworth
7 p.m.

Cross Country
Oct. 21 at Western Wash.
Invitational

Men's Soccer
Oct. 20 Concordia
3 p.m.
Oct. 21 Western Wash.

1 p.m.

Women's Soccer
Oct. 21 W estem Wash.
1 p.m.
Oct. 22 Evergreen State
1 p.m.

Streaks Extended
Central beat Eastern Oregon in
Saturday's Homecoming game to
,,, extend its unbeaten streak to 17
games.
Eastern Oregon extended its losing streak to 21 games.
Running back Pat Patterson had
229 yards and three touchdown.
Rob Ellison breaks a tackle for a gain in Saturday's annual homecoming game against Eastern Oregon. The Wildcats swamped the Mounties
Quarterback Ken Stradley com- 42-0. Ellison gained 21 yards and had a touchdown in the game. (Photo by Kirsten Barber)
·
pleted .4 .o f 8 passes for 99 yards.
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CWU running back's goals include
a national championship for team
University Relations-A national
championship, a tryout with a pro
football team and a season total of
1400 yards rushing are CWU running back Pat Patterson· s goals for
the 1989 football season.
CWU is off to a 4-0-1 start and is
ranked fourth in this week's national poll. If it wins tl:ie remainder
of its games, it is assured of qualifying for the NAIA's 16-team postseason tournament. A tryout is also
a definite possibility, according to
pro scouts. And Patterson is nearly
on pace toward his goal of 1400
yards.
Through five games, he has
rushed for 843 yards. If he continues that pace, he will finish the
regular season with 1517 yards.
In each of the last three games,
Patterson has cracked the 200-yard
rushing barrier. He is the only CWU
player to put together three straight
200-yard games.
Justoneotherplayerin Columbia
Football Association history has had
three 200-yard games in a single
season. He was Mike Oliphant of
the University of Puget Sound, a
third-round draft pick of the Washington Redskins two years ago.
Patterson's efforts in the 24-24
tie Oct. 14 against PaCific Lutheran
, earned him Wildcat-of-the-Week
honors. He rushed for 226 yards
and is was ranked fourth nationally
and first in the CFA, averaging 153 .5
yards per game.
Despite those lofty numbers,
Patterson is not overly impressed
with the statistics. He says those
things are expected of him.
"Just another day at the office,"
he said. "That's the way it should
be."
Patterson said he hasn't minded
carrying the load of the offense this
fall. Central has depended heavily
on the rush in its first five games
and has the lowest-ranked passing
average in the CFA (99.6), while
being the top-ranked rushing team
(281.4).
Patterson, though, is looking for
improvement from the offense
which has struggled at times.
"We are making the same mistakes eight weeks into the season
we were the first week," Patterson
said. "That is something we have to
overcome."
}Ie credited the offensive line as
an inspiration. He said that the lack
of consistency due to injuries is a
hard situation to deal with, but the
linemen are handling it and playing
exceptionally well.
He especially credited Mike Ellis
because of his willingness to be so
versatile.
Patterson remains the "cheerleader" of the offense. His naturally
hyper personality allows him to
become extremely pumped for a
game which rubs off on the rest of
the squad.
This is .one of the qualities running back coach Frank Mataya
singled out in Patterson.
"Part of the reason Pai is so good
is that he can be emotionally intense
while maintaining concentration,"
Mataya said.
Mataya also credited Patterson's
hardworking, competitive attitude.
"It's amazing that he is out here
on Monday after carrying the ball
30-plus times on Saturday," Ma-

as

taya said. "He gets pounded every
game and still works hard in practice."
Patterson got involved in football
to keep him out of trouble.
"I was a bad kid," Patterson
admits.
As he started to grow up, Patterson realized that he needed to give
up some of the things that made him
a "bad" kid in order to play football
- a game he had come to love.
"I have to put it all in football ," he
said. "It turned me around."
Patterson has been discouraged
at times in his career, however.
Playing in a losing program at

CWU tailback Pat Patterson.
(Photo courtesy University Relations)
Yakima Valley College was very
tough for him, he said.
"I was used to being in the limelight," he said. "At Yakima, we
only won six games in two years
and I hated that (not winning)."
He has come back into the limelight at Central as he leads the
Wildcat offense on its quest for a
second straight undefeated season.
"My mom said, 'Hang in there
and things will go your way' and
they definitely have," Patterson said.
Pro scouts from Atlanta, Green
Bay, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh and

Houston have all spoken to Patterson and expressed interest in his
talent.
Last spring, Patterson ran a 40yard dash in 4.3 seconds for the
scouts.
"They (the scouts) told me it was
the fourth time among college players on the West Coast in the spring,"
Patterson said. "They also said speed
was more important than size."
Versatility is also a key in
Patterson ' s abilities. Although he is
being scouted mainly as a kick returner, he can also run the ball,
throw the ball and catch passes.
Patterson said that because of
roster limitations in the pros, teams
are looking for players who are
versatile which may improve his
chances.
If a pro career does not work out
or after his career ends, he said he
would like to work in the field of
child criminology, partly because
of his own background.
He would work with social services rather than the police and would
go out on the streets to talk to gang
members one-on-one.
Should he be given a choice as to
where he could work, Patterson said
he would choose Houston because
he likes the area and "it's rough, but
not over the edge, like Los Angeles."
Patterson's other interests include
basketball and 3-year-old son Eric.
Eric's mother recently married
and moved to South Carolina, so
Patterson has not seen his son in
four or five months, but keeps in
contact regularly by phone.
"There is lots of time for us to be
together later," Patterson said.
The national championship. A pro
tryout. A 1400-yard season. Only
time will tell for Pat Patterson.

COUPON

(?FOR 1!)

Two people
golffor the
price of one

I
I Hours:
Sunday 12-10 p.m.
--- - - - - - - II Friday
Monday-Thursday 3-10 p.m.
Regular price golf only
3.11 p.m.

Women's soccer: At home Sunday---continued from page 17
College 5-1. ·
Murphy scored two goals and
assisted on a third score in Sunday's
District 1 victory over Whitworth.
In Saturday's match, Isley turned
in a hat trick scoring goals at the
three, 10 and 14 minute marks of
the second half. Linda Harrington
added the final goal six minutes
before .the end of the contest as
CWU overcame a 1-0 halftime
deficit. Isley's second goal was as-

sisted by Harris.
Central outshot the Cougs 35-33
as Harris was creqited with 30 saves.
Against Whitworth, Isley,
Gillespie and Bethann Boyle joined
Murphy in the scoring column.
Boyle' s goal, at the 66 minute mark,
came on a penalty kick. Murphy,
Isley, and Boyle all had assists.
Central outshot Whitworth 3111. Harris ~as credited with eight
saves.
LastSunday'smatch wasCWU's
final road contest of the season.

I
I
I
I
I

Saturday 12-11 p.m.

Not good with any other offer

We also have:
'Video Games
'Refreshments

r Lo'W-cosr- -

CONT RACE PT I YES

BY MAIL
I Condoms & Spermicides• 10-401 Below Regular Retail I
Send $4.50 for a prepaid large tube of your choice
I
and/or $5.00 for a variety pack of 12 condoms
I
Please check your preferer,ce and return th1s coupon With
I
your name, address 8' chedc or money order to:
I,
0 Condom Variety
0 Ram:se:s Jelly
ZPG-SEA TTLE, DEPT, 11CW
4'426 Burke Ave N.
I
ID Koromtx •Jt11y
0 l<orom~x C~am
Se11Ule WA 08103
O Koromex Crystal ClearO Mail Order Form Only

L

one oroe~ per cu~tomer
(e r1on-prof1t iflrvici)

-------------(tend large 25c SASE)

Stop in at Ken's Auto

315 N. Pearl

on 10th and A.Ider and pick up your
punch card

11-6 Daily
10-5 Sat

925-4939

We're Back

Ken's
Auto Wash

Ken's
Auto-Truck Wash
210 S. Main Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926

_J

1013 E. 10th Avenue
WA 98926

Ell~nsburg.

962-8500 .

925-7915
at ~ither location
with Punched
Out Card
Automatic - 210 S. Main only

Free Car Wash
•

(Mall 2 cyc1esJ

Self-Serve· Both locations -

DD
DD
DDDDDDDDDDD
MINIMUM 10 GALLONS
PER PUNCH

We now carry beer and wine
We' still have our 32 ounce Pepsi for 49¢

~'
No Tricks Here..• Only Trea"ts! e;,~oc"--'~

~~~~. ~~

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
coupon
• FREE coupon FREE

OFF
25 01.
-;o

Any Regular Priced Item(l)
Exp. 10-31-89

••

•
•

10-All Occasion
Cards-(selected styles)
with any purchase
Ex . lf-1-89
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Volleyballers one win away
from clinching home-court
advantage for districts
University Relations - Central the Vikings 15-5, 13-15, 14-16, 15can wrap up the home-court advan- 10, 15-13.
tage forthe NAIA District 1 volleyThe Wildcats trailed 13-10 in the
ball playoffs with a victory Satur- fifth game, but aided by two Tina
day against Lewis-Clark State Col- Torgeson kills, pulled into a tie and
lege.
then scored the winning point when
LCSC hosts the Wildcats at Barb Bardwell and Jennifer Jones
Warrior Gym in Lewiston, ID, in a combined to block Western's Lormatch that gets underway at 7:30 rie Post.
Torgeson led CWU with 20 kills .
p.m.
Central defeated Whitman Col- and Jo Ann Beaushaw added 15.
lege last Friday 15-8, 15-7, 15-2 to CWU coach John Pearson cited the
improve its District 1 East Division defensive effort of Jenny Nelson,
record to 5-1. Lewis-Clark State is who had two key digs in the final
2-1 in the district (prior to a road game.
match Thursday at Whitworth).
At Walla Walla, CWU needed
A Central victory would assure it just 56 minutes to dispose of
no worse than a tie for the East Whitman. Brenda Moore led CWU
Division crown, but would earn the with eight kills, while Jones had
host role even if they lost their final seven kills. Lisa Neuneker had five
match to Whitworth based on the . kills. The top playmakers were
district's, tie-breaking criteria.
Angie Ozanich with 13 assists and
The Wildcats are ranked 15th in Michelle Hiebert with 10 assists.
this week's NAIA national poll and
On the season, Torgeson leads
have an overall record of26-5 (prior CWU in kills with 240, serving
to a road match Tuesday at St. percentage (98.3), serve reception
Martin's).
percentage (92.7) and digs (218).
Central also beat Western Wash- Renee Krebs leads in attack perington last week in a non-district centage (26.1 ), assists (487) and
match. CWU survived a close call, service aces (23). Anysia Pepper is
scoring the last five points of the the leader in solo blocks (23) and
fifth and deciding game to defeat blocking assists (34).

Intramural Standings
BASKETBALL

VOLLEYBALL
Open A
Team
Playing for Keeps
U.S.
Big Dogs.III

w
2
2
2

Open B
Team
Worst Nightmare
Hardcore
Lance Fon

w

Open C
Team
Dynamic Six
Killer Bimbos
Cardiac Kids

w
2

Recreational R
Team
DDT
Jeff's Sunstroke
Mike Powers

w
2
2

Residence Hall X
Team
Cannody Kicking
Chameleons
Six Pack Slammers
Wilson Spikers

SOCCER
Team
International Affair
F.C. Ellensburg
The Who
Kick It
Wild Kingdom
Eanhwonns
Arsenal

L
0
0
0

SR
10
9.33
9

League A
Team
We Just Don't Care
Penetrators
The Captain

L
0
0
0

SR
10
9.33
8.67

League B
Team
Just Tryin
The Ho Daddies
Three G's and the

L
0
0

SR
9.33
9
JO

L
0
0

SR
10
JO
10

w

L
0

SR
10

2

0

9.33
10

w

L
0
0
0

I

SR
10
10
10
10
10

0
0

10
10

2
1

League Y
Team
Lizards and Lobsters
Dream Team
Beck Bullistic Crew
LeagueZ
Team
Roid Warriors
BHL Buckys

?

w
2
2
2

w
2
I

w
2
2
1

L

SR

I
I
I

0
0
0

9

w

L
0
0
0

SR

8
8.67

8.67
8.67
8

Editor's note:

Due to space constraints, The Observer was
only able to print the top three teams in these
standings. Coverage/or Intramural standings will
be on a space-available basis in the future. SR
stands for sportsmanship rating.

~--;?
-~

L
0
0
0

SR
9.6
9

L
0
0

SR

L
0
0
1

SR

University Relations - Central' s
women's swimming team, which
slipped to third at regionals and
eighth in.the NAIA national meet a
year ago, should be improved in
practically every event this winter.
CWU had won five straight regional titles and hadn't been out of
the top three at nationals since 1984
until last season.
The Lady Wildcats open their
1989-90 season Saturday by hosting Simon Fraser University at the
Nicholson Pavilion pool. The dual
meet gets underway at 1 p.m.
Despite its improvement, CWU
will still beayouthfulteam. Twenty
ofthe26swimmersareeitherfreshmen (11) or sophomores (nine).
One junior and five seniors complete the squad.
Among the returners, however,
are thirteen letter winners, including four All-Americans.
Returning intact is Central' s 800yard freestyle relay team that earned
All-American recognition by placing third in the national meet. The
team of Shari Mars, Alison Walsh,
Tyann Youngquist and Chris Hayden was timed in 7:58.84.
Mars also earned All-American
recognition in the 1650 yard freestyle where she finished fifth at the
national meet in a time ofl 7 :53 .19.
"We've added some depth and
overall we should be a much better
swim team, though we're still lacking in some areas," Central Coach
Bob Gregson, returning for his ninth
season with the women, said.
"With the additional bodies our
goal is to catch Pacific Lutheran
(for second place in the regional
meet).
"Puget Sound is the defending
national champion and they should
even have a better team this year,"
Gregson said.
Mars and Walsh give the Lady
'Cats two quality swimmers in the
distance events. Walsh was eighth
Store Hours
M-F 9-5:30
Sat. 9-5
Sun closed

at nationals in the 1650 (18:15.25)
and Mars and Walsh finished eighth
(5: 11.98) and 10th (5: 17.21), respectively, in the 500-yard free.
Youngquist and Hayden also
scored points in the distance events.
Youngquist was ninth in the 1650
(18:17.11) and 15th in the 500
(5:23.59) and Hayden placed 11th
in the 1650 ( 18:31.20). Hayden is a
former All-American placing fifth
in both distance events at the 1987
national meet. Julie Zentner also
competed at nationals in the 1650.
The sprints will be improved. Last
year, CWU had no national entries
in the 50 and 100 and Youngquist
was the only competitor in the 200,
finishing ninth in 1:57 .53.
Joining Youngquist, who
Gregson says has a great deal of
national potential, to bolster the
sprints are freshmen Shannon Pinquoch, Jennifer Shirley, Julie Morris and Kirsten Erickson and letterman Angela Selberg.
"Shannon looks tough in the 50
and 100 and could also move up to
the 200," Gregson said. .
The top new addition to the Wildcat swim team is probably
breaststroker Laurie Bass. The
freshman is a "blue-chipper"' according to Gregson.
"She has times better than the na-

tional qualifying ~tandards right
now. She'll really help us in the 200
and 400 medley relay because the
breaststroke leg was the weak leg
last year," Gregson said.
Letter winners Kris Schatz, who
competed at nationals, Linda
Bonde, who swam the 200 at districts, and Brenda Lilly, who competed at districts last year, also return.
In the backstroke, All-American
Lorijo Claunch graduated and
Gregson is looking for Michele
Blum to take over the top spot.
Blum was eighth in the 100 (1:03.70)
and 10th in the 200 (2: 17.45) at the
national meet.
Christa Gilland is also expected
to help out in the backstroke area.
In the butterfly, Mars placed
eighth at nationals in the 200
(2:18.36) a year ago.
Maureen Flury returns after sitting out last season. She was an AllAmerican in the 100 two years ago,
placing fourth in 1:00.15.
Other prospects include Pinquoch, Morris, Shirley and Nikki
Wilson. Zentner and Julie Wetzel
also competed at nationals last year.
In diving, Marilyn Quinto, who
finished 17th in the three-meter
(205.40) and 21st in the one-meter
(177.20) is the lone returnee.

Correction
David Forsythe and Rich Schippers were omi~ed from last week's
cross country results. Forsythe placed 71st in a time of 34 minutes, 47
seconds. Schippers placed 98th in 35:45.

COODTIME. mlW
GREAT TASTET~ I.Ill

McDonald's now hiring full
and part-time positions

'E{{ensburg Schwinn Cyc{ery

Day side bonuses available
$4an hour

i1:i1ilitlllll1il~lfll61111i

Interviews Mon. - Thurs. B- 5

925- 5993

FOOTBALL
LeagueX
Team
Buckboard
Wild Kingdom
Wildcat Subs

w

Women looking to catch PLU

107 East 3rd

Who does your hair? It makes a difference.

8.3

7.7
6.2
8

9
6.8
8

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Come to Shapiro's for All your
Halloween needs.
*Costl111.me rentals
*make Mp
*Props

*Masks and Wigs
*Capes
*Halts
*Feat/her J/J oats

.
Q

~

~
/,<\
:; '

~

304 NORlH PEAfll

925-9390

ONLY
THE BEST

o

~/~~for your
Cst.~,,...s\\ hair!

"'-07'"'

+Much ... muc:h more for your Hallomeen needs+·

718 E. 8th
In the Plaza

/

925-EDGE

:

•

•

•t
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Editorial

CWU vs.'Western: At least Wildcats smell better
body president, saying, "Hey! · throne. Although I've always
It's only a joke!," then talk been a little suspicious of him
with the student government, him or her into buying the ever since he dropped out of
the kind where the two parties first, second, third and four- my grammar class last sumfire shots with words and teenth rounds at the local dive. mer after the first exam.
handguns all year. This was
5. Bodies of water. Another
This is tough at Central,
the rule at Western, more or where that cute, cuddly, hope- toss-up. We've got the
less. Then it's up to the jour- lessly likeable Care Bear T.J. Ganges, which experts prenalist to approach the student Sedgwick currently rides the dict you may soon be unable
.to even look at without callChevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1- ing in a cleanup team from the
602-838-8885 ext. A19004.
Environmental Protection
continued from page 6

/

Agency.
Western has Fisher Fountain, a mutated lawn sprinkler
which students pay homage
to by dumping in laundry
detergent, toilet paper, Canadian beer and morally questionable girls.
I think the toughest decision I have to make about the
two schools will come at the
beginning of basketball sea-

son, a sport Wes tern, Central
and I are equally irrational
about. I'll be the guy high in
· the bleachers at Nicholson
Pavilion, thinking about tossing toilet paper rolls on the
playing floor so Central gets a
lot of technicals and loses,
thereby ensuring a repeat
NAIA title for the Ohio Institute. Go get' em, Crimson CoIons!

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs-your area. $17 ,840$69 ,485. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.
R19004.

MOUNTAINHOLM CROSS
COUTRY SKI AREA, Easton,
needs help in: food service, run
lun~h counter, rental shop, operator, instructor/patrolman, ambassador. Pay based on experience 6562346.
HELP WANTED: Would you like
to offer DISCOVER credit cards?
Are you available for only a few
hours a week? If so, call 1-800-9320528 Ext. 4. We'll pay you as much
as $10 an hour. Only ten positions
available.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Get Farmers Insurance Group of
Companies' assistance in developing your own agency. $30,000 per
year beginning. Sign up in Career
Planning 105 Barge Hall. Interviews
will be Oct. 25.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS! $32,000 per
year income potential. Details (602)
838-8885.Ext. BKl 9004.
HAIR STYLIST NEED ED-part
time at Salon Zuchi's 925-2320.

FEED THE DEFENSIVE
LINE WITHOUT SACKING
YOUR WALLO.

ATTENTION GOVERNMENTHOMESfrom$1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.
GH19004.
MANAGMENT INTERNSHIP
in Tokyo available. RT transportation, residence, plus monthly stipend provided. Apply by Oct. 27,
1989. Contact IIP, Seattle, 1-800869-7056.
Thinking of taking some time off
fromschool?WeneedMOTHER'S
HELPERS. Pre-screened families
to suit you. Live in exciting NEW
YORK CITY suburbs. Room, board
and salary included. 1-800-222XTRA.
AKAi Compact Disc player, like
new, must sell. $135 or best offer.
Call 925-6751.
Gold Leaf has training available
for a certified nursing assistant position. Work available part time and
weekends. $5.15/hr. Training costs:
$24 for text, evening and weekend
classes can be arranged. Contact
Peggy or Shannon at WHCC-Gold
Leaf, 925-4171. UNI-Care provides
scholarships for college education.

Hours:
11 :00 am - 1:00 am Sunday-Thursday
11 :00 am - 2:00-am Friday and Saturday

Ladies Schwinn - 12-speed, like
new, low miles, extras $150 Call A FREE GIFT just for calling,
evenings 925-2346.
- plus raise up to $1,700 in only ten
days!! ! Student groups needed for
ATTENTION GOVERN- market project on campus. For deMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from tails plus FREE GIFT., group offi, $100. fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, cers call 1-800-950-8427 Ext. 10.

Tackle a great deal from
Domino's Pizza®. In 30
minutes or less, we'll deliver
an oven fresh, custom-made
pizza to your door. We use
only the freshest ingredients, Corn
. er of Sth and Anderson
100% real cheese, and our
own special sauce . Domino's
Pizza guarantees to always
Our drivers carry less than $20 .00.
make a great play. And we'll do Limited delivery area.
NOID" design in Claymation"' by Will Vinton
it at a price that won't call off
Productions. Inc. The NOID" character is a
the game. Domino's Pizza.
registered service mark and trademark of
Domino's Pizza. Inc.
Nobody Delivers Better~

925-6941
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I ~o o~ ~ Beat The Clock
11
I ~~ s~ MONDAY MADNESS! 11
cO .<>-'?
I ~CV .Every Monday between 5 pm and 11
I ~
7 pm order any 12" Original Crust 11
I
pizza with 2 toppings and pay the 11
price of the time on the clock
II
I
I
. . when you order.
11

lalll .
.,

IUI:.®

I -c..- ..

Expires 12-18-89

.
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Get T-§Jhuilrt2 2

106 West 3rd

925-4044

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Buy One SHOE DELUXE BURGER
Get Another Deluxe Burger for lJalf Price

HORSESHOE TA VERN

925-4044
This offer expires Dec. 31, 1989
Limit one Coupon Per Customer

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Any 2 topping Pan Pizza with
2 cokes for $8.50 plus tax.

I
I
ORIGINAL CRUST MEAL DEAL I
Large 16" 2 topping pizza with
I
. 4 cokes for $10.95 plus tax.
I
..
Expires 12-18-89
I •
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$2.00 OFF

I
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111

$2.00 off any large 16"
pizza or any Pan Pizza.

HOT LUNCH -- HOT PRICE .

$5.25

:: .
11

I

:

Order a 12" 2 topping pizza
between 11 am & 4 pm for
only $5.25 plus tax.
Expires 12-18-89

I
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